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Iridescent films utilizing structural color 
from reflective microstructures
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Our discovery: a new optical mechanism for creating 
iridescent materials using reflective microstructures 



n1 > n1

1) Transition from high to low 
refractive index (n2 < n1)

2) A microscale geometry 
where light can bounce 
multiple times by total-
internal-reflection

*not limited to spherical shapes
**not limited to visible wavelengths
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Key Requirements:
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Vast opportunities with 3D microscale structures

diffraction gratings: change d spacing, 
blaze, orientation

3D microstructures:

     

2 µm

1D or 2D security hologram: vs.



Applications for technology platform

security features: automotive/ apparel:packaging/ graphics:

safety markings: colorimetric sensing: machine vision/ deception:



sample under fluorescent overhead light 
(video)

Tunable Iridescence from microstructured polymer films

example film
design:

compatible with wide range of polymers 
with varying refractive indices:

thermoplastics - PET, PETG, PC, PP
thermosets - acrylics, epoxies, PVC, PU, silicones  

manufacturing:
films/sheets - R2R or P2P embossing, UV-casting

3D parts - micro-injection molding



Patterning reflectance varying structure shapes and sizes

2 mm

1 mm

viewing under reflection microscope:

viewing by eye/camera:
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rotating sample (video)



Layering transparent backed films on printed surfaces 

transparent film on top of ID card (video)

fluorescent lighting directly overhead
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high RI (transparent)

low RI  (transparent) 



Slippery (and colorful) when wet…

9fluorescent lighting directly overhead

n = 1.53 n = 1.53

n = 1.33n = 1.00

Δn = 0.53 Δn = 0.20
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clear liquid ink/
curable resin

nozzle

Personalization possible via ink-jet printing

allows for personalization 
without additional costs 

of master fabrication
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